Abstract. The discovery and recommendation of Chinese news hot subtopic is a growing research area, and currently technology in this area is not yet mature. This research, inspired by traditional LDA model, uses the key phrase as feature to construct a "bag-of-phrase". On this basis, we propose the Chinese news hot subtopic discovery and recommendation method based on key phrase and the LDA model. Hot subtopic discovery and recommendation is the mainly innovation in this paper. During the cluster of hot subtopics, we select using the Longest Common Sequence (LCS) value as the similarity distance. To evaluate the proposed method, we used a mixed Chinese news dataset to experiment, and adopting: (1) time consumption of the training model, and (2) Perplexity value, and (3) quality of the discovery hot subtopic, three index to evaluate the performance of the method. The experimental results show that the proposed method can accurately discover the news hot subtopics, and also efficiently recommend relational hot subtopics in various fields.
Introduction
With the rapidly development of Internet and media technology, the influence of web news is increasing. Compared with traditional media news, web news score higher in terms of timeliness and convenience, and has gradually become the main medium for people to obtain useful information. In order to help users get valuable information, public opinion monitoring, information security, and other fields it has become a hot area of research.
In traditional text mining, the vector space model (VSM) [1] is often used for document representation. On this basis, the researchers put forward the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2] method based on the co-occurrence of lexical entry rules to find the semantic relations between words. LSI comes with an immediate benefit of dimension reduction, but the low-frequency part of useful lexical entry lead to impaired performance. Topic modeling has lots of applications in the field of text mining and information retrieval [3] . The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] model is an unsupervised probability generation model. The probability distribution on multiple potential topics is used to represent the document features, and each topic is represented by the probability distribution of the features.
The method of parameter reasoning in LDA model usually uses Expectation propagation [5] , VEM [6] and Gibbs Sampling among others. Radim [7] used LDA models to discover topics and implement engineering with python gensim tools package. Furthermore, a Locally Consistent Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LC-LDA) model was proposed to learn collective motion patterns through the use of low-level tracklet and bag-of-words features [8] . Yang et al. Proposed a novel approach based on a hierarchical latent topic model to learn and recognize scene and places [9] . Cha et al. proposed a method incorporating popularity into topic models for social network analysis [10] . Topic analysis can be further classified into two categories [11, 12] . Hawes et al. [13] and Abbott et al. [14] have employed topic detection and tracking to extract signs of approval and disapproval from a corpus. Adams [15] reported a vector space model that produces documents and queries as eigenvectors and searches for topic corresponding to the content of conversation by computing similarity between
vectors. An open-domain ICSI Meeting Corpus in 2008 emphasized the labeling and analysis of topics [16] . Lane et al. [17] exploited support vector machines (SVMs) to classify utterances into multiple topics and determine out-of-domain utterances. Time status can be combined with LDA for a dynamic model that is also called dynamic LDA (DLDA) [18] . Samuel and Noemie [19] considered each utterance as a document through which they analyzed views and emotions about the content of online comments. Zhao et al. [20] exploited a Twitter-LDA model to analyze topics on Twitter, and they compared the results with the content of traditional news media. The Twitter-LDA model integrates documents on Twitter by extracting topical keywords or sentences [21] . Lu et al. adopted self-adaptive LDA modeling for topic extraction [22] . Liu et al. has proposed an attribute-restricted latent topic model that performs bests by imposing semantic restrictions onto the human-specific attributes [23] .
Although the LDA topic model is one of the most efficient modeling methods for large-scale text corpus topic discovery, it also has some limitations, such as low accuracy and poor readability of topic discovering. Huang et al. [24] preliminary discussion the effect with word assignment for LDA model discovery topic. In order to solve and improve the above problems, Chinese news hot subtopic discovery and recommendation method based on key phrase and the LDA model is proposed. The proposed method is unique from others: (1) in the aspect of the selection of the LDA model, using key phrases instead of independently word as the document features. (2) considering the traditional LDA model discovery topic accuracy and readability is too low. Based on the key phrase LDA model to train corpus, and get topic-phrase distribution. Through hot subtopic discovery and recommendation method to discover and recommend high quality hot subtopics. (3) during clustering, value of the longest common sequence between two strings is regarded as the distance metric of similarity between topics.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the TF-IDF weight calculate and key phrase extract principle. Section 3 describe based on key phrases LDA model. Section 4 describe hot subtopic discovery and recommendation method. Section 5, we analyze the experimental performance of our proposed method. Finally, Section 6 give the conclusions and future direction.
TF-IDF Weight Calculate and Key Phrase Extract
To analyze a document, At first, we through word segmentation preprocessing to get candidate key words. Then, using TF-IDF algorithm to calculate each candidate term weight. Next, we adopting word co-occurrence relationships to construct nodes and edges topological diagrams. The most important thing is using TextRank algorithm to calculate the score of the candidate word and give the descending results. Finally, according to candidate words descending result to select Top N words as key words, and the keywords that have a co-occurrence relationship in the original document are specified as key phrase. In this way, the extracted key phrase can be used to construct the vector matrix of the original document as the next input. Flow Chat of Extracting Key phrase from a document is shown Figure 1 . 
TF-IDF Weight Calculate
TF-IDF [25] is a statistical method used to evaluate the importance of a term to one of the files in a corpus. The importance of a term increases in proportion to the number of times it appears in the file. But at the same time, it falls inversely as the frequency of it appears in the corpus. Term frequency refers to the number of times a given word appears in the file. This number is usually normalized. For each word in a particular file, the TF weight is defined as below:
In formula (1), tj n is the total number of times term t appears in document i , and the  k kj n is the total number of all terms k appeared in document i .
The main idea of inverse document frequency (IDF) is that the fewer the number of documents containing the t , the higher the value of IDF, which shows that the terms has a good classification ability. The IDF of a particular word can be calculate with the number of total files in the corpus divided to the total number of all the files containing the term t . The IDF is defined as below:
In formula (2) D is total number of documents in the corpus, t D is the number of documents in which t appeared.
High TF and low IDF value for term t can produce a high weight of TF-IDF. Therefore, it can effectively filter out common word and retain important word. So the TF-IDF is defined as below:
Key Phrase Extract
TextRank is a well-known method to extract key phrase. The core formula of TextRank is defined as formula (4) [26] : 
The prior probability distribution in each topic is Dirichlet distribution. The process of generating one document is as follows: (a) For the document set M, the phrase distribution parameter Ø is generated by sampling from the topic Dirichlet distribution parameter β.
(b) For one document m from M, the topic distribution parameter θ is generated by sampling from the document Dirichlet distribution parameter ɑ.
(c) For the phrase N, Wmn in document m, we first extract a hidden topic Zm of document m according to θ distribution, and then sample phrase Wmn with topic Zm according to the Ø distribution.
Therefore, the joint probability distribution of the model is defined as below:
After removing some of the hidden variables, the joint distribution integral is:
The transfer probability of indirect calculation can eliminate the intermediate parameter θ and Ø, in this way we can use the Gibbs sampling to each round of iteration, iterative process: first produced in a uniform random number, then according to the calculation on the transfer probability with each topic, in which new topic at random judgment by the cumulative probability, update parameter matrix, end iterate until convergence.
Based on key phrases LDA (KPLDA) model is different from the traditional LDA model. The features of traditional LDA model is usually composed by independently word. But the feature of KPLDA model is composed by extracted key phrases from each document. In KPLDA model, ɑ=50/K, β=0.1 is used in the paper.
Finally, through KPLDA model we can train corpus to get the Document-Topic distribution and Topic-Phrase distribution.
The three layer structure diagram of the KPLDA model is shown in Figure 2 . The definition of corresponding variables in Figure 2 are shown in Table 1 . 

Parameter of the Dirichlet prior on θ β
Parameter of the Dirichlet prior on Ø θ document topic probability distribution Ø topic phrase probability distribution
Hot Subtopic Discovery and Recommendation Method
According to the method of section 3, using KPLDA model train corpus, we can get the topic-phrase distribution. The phrases have better reflects meaning for the topic than independently word [24] . Based on topic-phrase distribution, a subtopic discovery and recommendation method is proposed by us. This method is divided into the following steps:
Step1: According to the topic-phrase distribution, a rough topic set T 1 is made up by extracting the top K phrases with biggest weight under each topic.
Step2: For T 1 , using the set union and difference to remove duplicate object get set T 2 .
Step3: Calculating the Longest Common Sequence value between all elements in the set T 2 as a measure of the similarity distance D.
Step4: According to the similarity value to do Cluster, get the list of subtopic as T 3 .
Step5: Word segmentation for each subtopic in T 3 , and using word POS to filter subtopic that do not contain nouns or verbs get discovery hot subtopic list T 4 .
Step6: Recommended Top M relational hot subtopics in T 4 for different users. In step 3, the Longest Common Sequence (LCS) [28] . the range of similarity distance D is >1 in our method.
In step 6, value of M usually is from 10 to 30, it was set 20 in the method. Process of hot subtopic discovery and recommendation method is shown in Figure 3 . 
Experimental Setup Dataset Introduction
We used the KPLDA model to discover Chinese news hot subtopic. And select the text Dataset Table 2 . Table 2 reveals that the dataset was balanced among all of the topics.
Experimental Analysis
In order to objective verify performance of the KPLDA model, three core indicators were used to evaluate the model performance: (1) time consumption of the training model, and (2) Perplexity value, and (3) quality of the hot subtopic discovery. By training different models and recording the corresponding time consumption, it can effectively reflect the advantages and disadvantages of the model through comparative analysis. The number of topics selected in all experiments is between 5 and 100. The relationship between different topic number of KPLDA and LDA models with the time consumption of training was shown in Figure 4 . According to the results of Figure 4 , LDA model training process has a great advantage relatively to KPLDA model. As the number of topics increase, the LDA model time consumption becomes less, ranging from 33 to 79 seconds, but the KPLDA topic model training time rapidly grows. When the number of topic reaches 100, time consumption is 296 seconds, about 3.7 times higher than LDA.
Perplexity value is a common indicator used to evaluate the performance of LDA model. In the evaluation of LDA model, it was initially introduced by Blei [4] , and the smaller the Perplexity value the better is the performance of model. To evaluate gains of the KPLDA model in term of coherence in prediction of the unseen documents, we varied the number of topics from 5 to 100, and used the perplexity value as the evaluation criterion.The perplexity value was calculated as below:
)) ( ln( exp erplexity (8) Where P(wd) is the generative probability of the phrase with respect to the feature, respectively in the document d. Figure 5 shows how the perplexity value changes for different number of topics with LDA and KPLDA model on the testing Dataset.
It shows that Perplexity value will decrease with increasing the number of topics, LDA model perplexity value reduced trend is relatively flat. When the number of topic reached 100, the Perplexity value reaches the minimum. It means that LDA model performance will get the best when the number of topic is 100; however, the changes of the KPLDA model is more obvious, when the number of topic reached 40, the Perplexity value will reach the minimum. Means that the best performance of KPLDA model is with 40 topics on the dataset. KPLDA model Perplexity value is less than the LDA model in all different number of topic, which fully illustrates that the KPLDA is better than LDA model on the task of Chinese News hot subtopic discovery.
In order to evaluate the quality of news hot subtopic discovering, different news topics we use separately with LDA and KPLDA model, combining the hierarchical clustering method to discover hot subtopic. Through experiments with the train Dataset, it will get some hot subtopics. LDA model will get independent words under different topics, which have an incomplete meaning, as subtopic will missing a lot of information. Use LDA to discover Top 20 hot subtopics will shown in Table 3 . According to the results of Table 3 , the meaning of expression for one word under each topic is incompletely, so it is not suitable as a subtopic. However, the KPLDA model uses the key phrases to form the feature of the bag-of-phrase model. Therefore, the subtopic is more completely after training, and discovered Top 20 hot subtopics will shown in Table 4 . According to table 4, it shows that the above of phrase has a perfectly meaning, and it is more suitable to be as the hot subtopic under the different news topics. Finally, according to the result of hot subtopic discovery to recommend some relational hot subtopics for the user.
Conclusions and Future Work
The discovery and recommendation of Chinese News hot subtopics is a valuable research work. At present, the available technology is very poor. In order to improve the situation, through experiments and exploration, we recommend Chinese news hot subtopic discovery, based on key phrase and LDA model. Through experimental comparison, we make the following conclusions: for training of the model, LDA model time consumption is less than KPLDA model. But the quality of KPLDA model hot subtopics discovery is more better than LDA model. In addition, the relational hot subtopics can be accurately recommended to the user. There are some limitations to our proposed method, though: the experiment Dataset is small, and we just select TextRank to extract key phrases in this method. As an extension to this research, experimental validation on the large-scale Dataset is recommended as well as feature optimization. In addition, we can attempt using machine learning methods to extract key phrases.
